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but to all these men the gods ruled over a world of
freer, happier fancy, which was more congenial
to them than the world they had to lire in.
Suddenly, however, the placidity of this age of
Enlightenment was disturbed; a wave of militant
individualism spread over Germany from that
inexhaustible source of spiritual energy, Rousseau;
the era of " Storm and Stress " opened. One might
reasonably expect that this age, with its vituperation
of classical regularity, its adoration of Shakespeare,
its demand for personality—and again personality—
in poetry, would not have much thought to spare
for the remote gods of Greece. Yet, paradoxical
as it may seem, it was just the " Storm and Stress "
which conferred new life upon the gods, and made
their blood run red again. How is it to be explained ?
The baroque and the rococo, we have seen, had
hob-nobbed with the Greek gods on the most familiar
footing; these were at the beck and call of every
poetaster. This happens in every epoch of artificial
" correctness " ; the more law-bound a literature is,
the more ready it is to summon the gods to its aid,
until the appeal ultimately becomes as meaningless as
the poet's to his muse. Familiarity of this kind may
not always breed contempt; but it brings death and
petrifaction to its high patrons; the glib friends of
the gods are in the end their worst enemies. Another
obstacle the Olympians encountered—and, indeed, it
has been so in all ages—was the classical tradition.
Every return of the gods into our modem imaginative
world is effected in the teeth of opposition from the
classicists, who with their ponderous learning encrust
them with death-masks. That was the reason why
Rousseau and his young German disciples, with their
repudiation of tradition and artificiality, prepared the
way for a deeper and truer appreciation of antiquity
than Europe had yet known,
With youthful exuberance Goethe, the " Stiirmer
und Dranger ", attacked the ironic effigies of Wieland's

